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EXPERT WITNESS ANALYSIS
Analysis on the professional and personal track record of an expert witness to give litigators a competitive advantage when planning and executing case strategy.

REPORT INCLUDES
- Testimonial History Challenge History (Daubert/Frye)
- Disciplinary History Licensing and certifications (including verification)
- Educational background (including verification)
- Professional background
- Associations and memberships
- Personal information
- Publications
- Teaching and research
- Patents, trademarks, and copyrights (if relevant)
- References in news, blogs, social networking, and more

EXPERT TESTIMONY VIDEOS
In partnership with Courtroom View Network (CVN), AMFS provides exclusive live and on-demand coverage of high-stakes courtroom litigation together with analysis from board-certified medical experts.

BENEFITS
- Weekly videos and expert commentary on AMFS and CVN website
- Powerful training tool for attorneys/litigators
- See medical expert witnesses in action
- Understand the role expert's testimony played at a trial